The Success Meet for “NBA Accreditation Tier-Ifor M. tech (CSE)” was held at MRCET,
CSE on 16th July 2021. The inaugural ceremony was organized in CSE Seminar hall where
eminent personalities - Dr.VSK Reddy, the Director MRCET,Dr. S Srinivasa Rao, the
Principal MRCET, other Directors Deans and all HODs participated in the grand inauguration
of this event. All the dignitaries on the dais addressed the gathering to make this event a
memorable one for MRCET.
Dr. VSK Reddy, the Director, has delivered the keynote speech and thanked all the
organizers for arranging technical and other logistics required to make this NBAwith smooth
functioning despite of facing many intermediate inspections internally during the current
pandemic situation. He also expressed his gratitude towards huge increase in intake of CSE
seats and stressed the importance and commitment towards work of faculty. He finally
conveyed that Autonomous status for MRCET is extended up to March’2022.

Dr. S Srinivasa Rao, the Principal, welcomed the Director, and other deans, HODs from
other departments and also faculty. He expressed his gratitude towards the organizers of this
success meet. He wholeheartedly congratulated for the success of NBA and appreciated the
CSE team for their hard work and happily expressed that “With this PG accreditation, the
CSE branch is fully under NBA accreditation including UG”. He concluded his speech by
highlighting the awaiting status of “Research center” for CSE department.
Dr. P.H.V Sesha ThalpaSai, Director R&D congratulated CSE department for this great
achievement and advised the faculty to update their knowledge in teaching and research
activities. He expressed his deep sense of gratitude for being a part of this success meetand
appreciated everyone for successfully facing number of inspections for every activity and highlighted
that conduction of smooth functioning is not a simple task to achieve PG NBA Tier-I.

Dr T. Venugopal, Dean (SW) Congratulated all the coordinators and faculty for this
achievement, and also advised the team to continue this documentation process regularly
which will be useful for all forth coming accreditations like NBA,NAAC, Autonomous Status
etc... He also announced that the MRCET is now achieved Full accreditation status for all
eligible Courses.
Prof. Kailasa Rao, Dean-Placements, appreciated for this tremendous achievement even
during pandemic situations. He shared an important news with all that “70 percent of the
2022 passed out graduates are also in que to take appointment letters from various reputed
companies before November 2021.
Dr. S. Shanthi, HOD, CSE, congratulated wholeheartedly to each and every faculty for their
struggle and hard work during the inspection time and finally that marked a big and ultimate
success for CSE. She thanked the Director, Principal and the management for giving the
great support in facing all such tough times. Finally concluded that this 2021 CSEgraduated
studentsgot morethan 300 offers for the current A.Y 2020-21

Dr. M.V. Kamal, HOD for Allied Branches of CSE,
Thanked all the coordinators and faculty, for their active support and participation, during the
inspections that happened internally for many timeswith the support of principal and the
director of MRCET. He also highlighted that everyone needs to focus more on development
of the Department to achieve its visionary goals.

